រពះេគរពះែកវ : An Important Quasi-Historical Legend

It’s not known when (or where) this legend began, but it’s definitely one of the

most popular and best-known stories in Cambodia, and one of the most emotionally charged folk legends for Khmers. It touches on and intersects with a quasi-

historical legend shared by several of Cambodia’s neighbor countries, but the bulk

of the tale is purely Khmer. It involves Hindu gods, a main character named after a
Buddha image, royalty, and a talking cow who flies and can supernaturally trans-

form himself into a variety of creatures. And probably most significantly, this legend directly deals with—and explains—the historical transfer to Siam of knowledge, arts, science, literature and learned individuals which followed the Thai

sacking of Angkor in 1431. This was a huge event, and marked the beginning of
what are commonly termed Cambodia’s “dark ages,” as well as the beginning of

Thailand’s rise to power in the region, a rise that has continued to this day. We’ll
deal more with the historical aspects of the story (all of which take place in the
second half of the tale) in Chapter Six of this textbook. For now, let’s get acquainted with the first half of the story.

The tales unfolds as follows: there was a peasant couple, and the wife had a
dream. In this dream, a holy man in white gave her three rings, which she soon
រពះេគរពះែកវ ៖
the movie
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lost. The man told her that the rings represented three types of បុណយ . Intrigued
and puzzled by her dream, the woman sent her husband to a fortune teller. He
told the husband that the dream meant his wife was pregnant with a child who
would have great spiritual power or បុណយបរមី . The fortune teller also warned
her to avoid eating unripe mangoes at all costs. (it’s very common for magical
powers to be dependent on the avoidance of a taboo of some kind; for instance, if
រគូែខ មរ walk under a woman’s skirt hanging on a clothesline, they lose their powers). Mangos also happen to be a food that Khmer pregnant women are commonly
thought to crave (the Khmer version of “pickles and ice cream,” or something like
that). So of course, the woman got a craving for them. When her husband was
off working the fields, she shimmied up a mango tree to try to pick one. While
high up in the tree, she reached out for a lone fruit on a far branch. The branch
she was perched on broke and she fell to her death.
As the woman hit the ground, her belly burst open and out came a baby—រពះ

ែកវ—and his older brother, a calf, who was born able to talk: រពះេគ . The fa-

ther returned and was of course distraught at the scene. But the villagers reacted
in a worse way. They were convinced that the death of a pregnant woman (bad

enough to begin with, if you’ll recall!) out of whose belly came an animal could not
be a good omen, and they chased the man and his children out of the village. The
father foraged for them the best that he could. Meanwhile, after moving on to another village, while talking with some village boys tending cows, the now young

lad រពះែកវ is taunted for being poor and having no food to eat. At this, រពះេគ

moos and from his mouth comes forth silver and gold dishes with all sorts of delicious food on them, so his brother could eat in style. When he was done eating,

រពះេគ swallowed the dishes again. The cowherd boys run and tell their parents
about the cow who had coughed up and then swallowed the gold and silver
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plates. The villagers formed a posse to cut open រពះេគ’s belly and take the

riches for themselves. At that point in the story, we’re introduced to yet another
of រពះេគ’s powers. He commands his younger brother to grab hold of this tail,
and takes to the sky flying to escape.

Eventually រពះេគ and រពះែកវ ‘s father dies in the forest of starvation, for

រពះេគ explains that he was not allowed to provide magical food for their father,
only for រពះែកវ . After រពះែកវ grows into a handsome young man, one day he
stumbles upon the king’s daughters bathing in a pond, and falls in love with the
youngest, នងេព . រពះែកវ complains to his brother that there’s no way he
could court a princess in his ragged and destitute state. រពះេគ once again

opens his mouth, and this time produces an entire palace for រពះែកវ to live in,
and splendid, regal clothes for the younger brother. A bit of flirting ensues

between រពះែកវ and នងេព , which is seen by her older sisters. Jealous,

they report her “scandalous” behavior to her father the king. He is furious, and

orders នងេព executed (in some versions of the story, he simply banishes her
to the forest). The royal guard drags her out of the palace and beheads her.

We’ll leave you with that cliffhanger, and pick up the story again in Chapter Six.
Now, you can read a few excerpts from the story in Khmer:

Excerpt #1: The Birth of រពះេគរពះែកវ

េដយនឹកចង ់សវយខខ
ចី ល ងេពក
ំ
រហូ តដល ់រទែលងបន
ំ
ក ៏េដរេទរកេបះ

េដយខ ួ លនឯង ។ នងខំរបេវរបវ

 សវយមនក់ឯង េពល
េឡ ងេដម

េទដល ់េលនងេតងចំែមកពុក
មួយ រសប់ែតបក់ធលក់ចះុ មក
ដល ់ដ ី សលប់មួយរេពច
ំ
។ េពល
េនះធលយេពះេចញកូនេគមួយ
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របុសមួយពីៃផទរបស់នង ។ កូនេគេចញមកភលមក ៏េចះេដរមួយរេពច
ំ
ឯ
កូនមួយេទៀតេនកនុងេរសមេនេឡ យ ។

Excerpt #2: The Villagers Chase Out the Father and Twins

េពលអនករសុកមកេមលេឃ ញមណពបីកន
ូ មួយមនទងកូ
ំ នេគេនែកបរ
ឹ ថមនកូនេកតមកជសតវេគ ឯ
ផង េគន ំគនឆងល ់យ៉ ងខលង
ំ េហ យដង
មតយែបកេពះសលប់ខស
ុ េគខុសឯងដូេចនះ អនករសុកយល ់ថនឹងន ំឲយចៃរង
ដល ់ភូមរិ សុក ក ៏ន ំគនសតី េជរតមវយបេណតញមណពនិងកូន ែលងឲយមក
ែកបរភូមិ ។

Excerpt #3: រពះេគរពះែកវ escape from the Second Group of Villagers

េពលអនករសុកចូលបរមុងនឹងេធវប
 បរពះេគ ភលមេនះរពះេគបនឲយបអូ ន

 កេណ
េតងកនទុ យឲយជប់ េហ យក ៏េហះេឡ ងសណតកេដម
ត លរលំបក់េល

 ែបកកបលេសទ ររគប់ ៗ គន
ពួកអស់េនះ េធវឲ
 យអនកខ លះរតូវបក់ៃដបក់េជង

េហ យរពះេគបនែរសករបប់េទអនករសុកែដលរតូវរបួសថឲយយកេដម

ិ េហ យ ។ េពលឮដូេចនះ អនកខ លះក ៏បនកប់
ឹ នឹងជវញ
កេណ
ត លេទដ ំផក
ឹ េដមបី
 ពយបលរបួសខ លនរសប់ែតជសះេសបយ
យកឫសកេណ
ត លេទដ ំផក
ួ

 កេណ
ឹ ជរគប់គន
យ៉ ងសកតស
ិ ិ ទ ធែមន ក ៏ន ំគនកប់ច ំងយកេដម
ត លេទដ ំផក
េហ យេគក ៏នឹកដល ់រពះេគែដលមនឫទប
ធិ រមីខលងពូ
ំ ែកែលងហ៊នេបៀត
េបៀនរពះេគេទៀត ។ រពះេគបនេហះេទេនកនុងៃរពដ ៏េរជឆងយពី ភម
ូ ិ
រសុកនន េហ យរស់េនែតពីរនក់បងបអូ នែកបររសះទឹកមួយយ៉ ងលអ ។

មណព is the name of រពះេគរពះែកវ ‘s father; this is a common name given to male characters in stories, kind of like “Joe Farmer” or “Joe Everyday”.

 កេណ
េដម
ត ល the type of tree that the villagers tied រពះេគរពះែកវ up to. Note that an incident
is included in the pair’s escape which wasn’t discussed earlier in the English synopsis.
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Excerpt #4: នងេព ‘s Sisters Report on Her Courtship with រពះែកវ to the King
េពលរតឡប់េទដល ់វងវញ
ំ ិ
បង ៗ របស់នងេពចូលេទគល ់រពះបិតជ
ធមមត ។ េដយពុំេឃ ញនងេពចូលគល ់ េសតចក ៏សួររក៖
—នងេពេទណ បនជមិនេឃ ញដូេចនះ ?
—រពះបិត! នងមិនហ៊នចូលគល ់រពះអងគេទ ។
—េតមនេរឿងេហតុអី វ បនជមិនហ៊នចូលមក ?
—រពះបិត! េពលេទរសង ់ទឹកេលងេនះ នងេពបនរបែឡងេលងជមួយ
បរុសមនក់េដយគមនខលចែរកងអវីេឡ យ ។

Advanced Educated Vocabulary in នងរសយសក់
ំ
and រពះេគរពះែកវ

Audio Track FiftyFifty-Seven
េសយរជយ to rule

អគគមេហសី queen; “first royal wife”
េកសី hair (royal.literary)

សកតស
ិ ិ ទ ធ effective because
of holy power; holy
ឫទប
ធិ រមី magical power

បនទយ fortress
ធរណី earth (literary)
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